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Introduction
In this paper, we propose a Mul -Task learning approach for Answer Selec on (MTAS), mo vated by the fact that humans have no

difficulty performing such task because they possess capabili es of mul ple domains (tasks). Specifically, MTAS consists of two key

components: (i) A category classifica on model that learns rich category-aware document representa on; (ii) An answer selec on

model that provides the matching scores of ques on-answer pairs. These two tasks work on a shared document encoding layer, and

they cooperate to learn a high-quality answer selec on system. In addi on, a mul -head a en on mechanism is proposed to learn

important informa on from different representa on subspaces at different posi ons. Wemanually annotate the first Chinese ques on

answering dataset in law domain (denoted as LawQA) to evaluate the effec veness of our model. The experimental results show that

our model MTAS consistently outperforms the compared methods.

Model
� Encoding: We employ a word embedding layer to convert

each word w into a low-dimensional vector ew , and we

use a BiLSTM to learn the hidden states of words in the

ques on and answer.

� Mul head A en on: Weusemul -head a en onmech-

anism to model the seman cs of answers over ques ons.

� Answer Selec on Task: The cosine similari es between

the final representa ons of the ques on and the answer

will then be calculated.

� Text Categoriza on Task: Text categoriza on is an aux-

iliary task that helps to learn be er category-aware text

representa ons.

� Joint training: Overall, our model consists of two sub-

tasks, each has a training objec ve. For the purpose of

strengthening the learning of the share document-query

representa ons, we train these two related task simulta-

neously.

Dataset
� Firstly, we collect a large pool of law related QA pairs with

categorical informa on.

� Then, we remove the redundant QA pairs, and set the

minimum length of ques on and answer to be 14 char-

acters, to avoid the vagueness in the text.

� Our resized QA dataset contains 10 balanced categories

with 40,000 ques ons. Since one ques onmay havemul-

ple answers, we have a clean QA dataset with overall

72,416 posi ve QA pairs.

� To build the training set for answer selec on, we manu-

ally collect nega ve samples by randomly selec ng one

answer form another category to form the nega ve sam-

ple for each QA pair (posi ve sample).

Dataset Train Dev Test Avg len of Ques on

LawQA 144,832 1000 2000 45.39

InsuranceQA 18,540 1000 50 7.16

TrecQA 1162 65 38 11.39

WikiQA 873 126 9 7.18

Experiment
� Experiment result on answer selec on task

Top1 Acc MAP MRR

CNN1 0.521 0.569 0.640

Bi-LSTM1 0.561 0.601 0.674

Bi-LSTM-a en on1 0.573 0.619 0.688

IARNN-word2 0.534 0.584 0.657

AP-LSTM 0.556 0.591 0.669

MTAS w/o mul task 0.577 0.622 0.691

MTAS (Ours) 0.588 0.636 0.700
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